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SPECIAL MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED FOR THE 56th MARATHON OF THE DIVINE
MERCY, IN THE CITY OF QUITO, ECUADOR, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO
CORAZÓN

Second Message

The time has come for the great transition in which times will unite, where the old human will be
left behind, so that the New Human can be born.

For this moment you must be prepared, because you have never lived it and have never felt it.

I am here as the Master and Lord to be this bridge, to take you first to My Heart and later to live
what you have to live.

Because it is already written, everything is written, from the beginning to the end.

As I Am the Beginning, I Am also the End and everything will pass through Me, so that men
understand it.

If the soul is united to My Heart, nothing will happen because it will have guidance, it will have
understanding and wisdom to comprehend everything that will happen in this next time.

I come as the Lord of Silence to speak to the internal worlds, because it is there where everything
resonates, because it is there where everything is heard, because it is there where everything
germinates and flourishes for the Grace of God.

I come to call the men and women of the Earth to look inside themselves and not so much outwards,
because outwardly everything will get worse, you know it better than I do, you can see it every day
in the events of life, in the news, in all communications.

But I come to use all these media to redeem them, just as I come to redeem the men of the Earth for
second time.

Everything you do in My Name will have an incalculable value for this time, but you must do it as I
wish and not as you think.

To know how you must do it, you must first be in My Heart, in a true and transparent way. Second,
you must assume a true commitment and not a tepid one. Third, you must fulfill My Will in a
decisive way, affirming in your lives the realization of My Plan on this surface.

Thus you will be doing everything in My Name; because many do things in My Name but not in a
true way, not as foreseen by My Will and the designs that My Father has given Me for each of your
lives.

I need, in this way, strengthened servers; I need servers within My Fire to help concretize
everything that is written and that has not happened yet.
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For that reason, I come from the Universe to generate the great awakening; because there is still
time, although most do not listen, there is still time.

As the Lord of Silence I come to reverberate the Words of God within the inner worlds where the
new humanity will be built, from where the New Human and the new consciousness for this planet
will emerge, which will be far from self-destruction and abandonment.

I come to build new bridges for souls, so that hearts can cross them and meet what is eternal, visible
and true in the divine.

Therefore, I will count on the help of the angels and the Archangels to carry out this last spiritual
impulse.

Therefore, as Lord of Silence, I also pilgrimage in search of the flocks that have been away from
Me for a long time and that now have the Grace to return to My Heart in a conscious and true way.

To all those flocks that I will gather again, I will give My Banner of Peace to represent Me as
ambassadors on this planet.

It is still necessary to continue generating peace on this planet, in the face of everything that
happens every day.

It is still necessary that My Voice continue resonating in the hearts so that all may open to My
Divine Will, which is supreme and invincible.

Today I come to talk to all the inner worlds of beings on Earth.

Today I come to talk to all, without exception, because it is there where My seeds of Light will be
kept; some will germinate in the next times, and others in the next life, in the next world, in the
future humanity.

Everything is part of a silent, patient and sensitive construction.

Nothing is for now, because humanity is not yet ready to live the total surrender that God needs.

But I come to encourage you to make the necessary efforts, to change the ways of daily life, to
acquire evolutionary and healthy customs, to have prayer and Communion with Me as a foundation
for spiritual life so that you are protected from everything, and above all from My adversary.

Because if you take those foundations as something sincere and essential, you will not perish,
despite the obstacles and the tests you will know how to go on transcending the barriers, the abysses
and all disturbance.

Do not miss the opportunity to strengthen yourselves in these times.

Do not miss the opportunity to mature in these times and to be true servers, just as God needs it.

In your inner worlds you will always find the answer. Do not look for other guides or teachers,
because you will not find them. Humanity is sick and everyone is sick in some degree, in a spiritual
or physical way.
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Humanity enters fully into its time of purification that is something that is profoundly unknown, no
other civilization, no other race in any other era has lived what you live in these times. Therefore,
everything is new for you.

But if you maintain your trust in My Merciful Heart, if you meet the requirements that I have
dictated for an evolutionary and true life, you will not perish, you will have inner strength to be able
to live everything, no matter how hard it may seem.

It is necessary that the old garments be torn so that may be born the pure spirit, that spirit of truth
that is within you and that has been trapped for centuries, due to lack of love, to lack of mercy, to
lack of peace.

I come as the direct Messenger of God, so that in your inner worlds My Word may resonate, for, the
time of definition has come and in a short time everything will be allowed for humanity to choose
the next stage of its evolution.

Meanwhile, I gestate merciful and simple hearts through the Love of My Heart.

I do not come to ask the world for anything difficult and distant.

I come to ask humanity to surrender, once and for all, since its ways of life, its way of thinking and
acting is deteriorating the Universe and the next stage.

I would like to tell you, in truth, the very opposite, but My commitment is to dictate to you the truth,
as it is, however difficult it may seem.

There is still time to surrender, there is still time to repent and to release the human power so that
the Light and the Plan may triumph.

There is still time for you to place at My Feet the swords and shields that only bind you to battle and
that imprison you to pain; those are the symbols of your most difficult aspects that must still be
surrendered to My Heart of Light.

I bring you the Source of My Mercy to allow you all the Graces, although many do not deserve
them.

I suffered for you on the Cross, and at this time I also suffer for you, in another way, which is
unknown to the world.

I come to point out with My Hand those whom I have chosen, to follow a single path, which is the
path of Christianity and not of spiritual diversities.

I come to redo the primitive Church in these times. I come to reconstruct the Creed in all the men
and women of the Earth, because it has been distorted by many of My followers, throughout the
centuries and the times.

I can only remove some things. I just need you to pray with Me so that everything can be sustained
in these critical times.

I will not offer joys to hearts, but sacrifices and great pressures.
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Only those who are willing to be in Me all the time, I will not let go and I will guide their path step
by step, so that they do not fall into the abysses of these times.

I will be like a torch of Light in front of their chest, I will be that incandescent flame before all the
darkness of the Earth, and I will illuminate with My Fire and with My Mercy all the steps that will
be given by My new apostles, the apostles of these times.

But I will not promise recognitions, vainglories or greater prizes.

My friends are very few, but My servers are many, and in them I have the foundation of My Infinite
Mercy.

I do not want the world to go through a next cycle without knowing the truth. But I say this to all
continents, all nations and all peoples, and I hope that My Message reaches all possible languages in
order to be able to save many more souls who hope, one day, for My Return.

Although it may not seem so, I am returning.

My Hour has arrived, just as My Hour on the Cross arrived. But now I will come to liberate the
world, and I will come to expel the demons that have incarnated on Earth to make it succumb.

The planet will finally be the New Eden and the souls will never suffer again, they will not know
what pain is and neither guilt; on the contrary, they will know what is the joy and bliss of being in
the Kingdom of God forever.

May God sanctify these elements so that the souls may be sanctified, someday, by the Sacred Spirit
of God.

May God sanctify this space so that prayer may have a planetary effect at this time and beyond this
country.

Because, in spite of the rise of nation against nation, nations will also be united, hearts will be
united in the Purpose of Christ for the triumph of Redemption.

Beloved Celestial Father, sanctify everything You have created in the image and likeness of Your
Consciousness.

Sanctify all that exists and all that is offered in Your Highest Altars so that in these times the Love
of Your Heart may triumph, and the souls that are suffering the most may be redeemed. Amen.

Sanctify Lord, the first thing that You have created in this world, water, so that the souls learn to
quench their inner thirst and are always nourished by Your Spirit.

May it be established here, Beloved Father, the Communion between Heaven and Earth, between
souls and Your Heart, so that Your Sacred Will may triumph.

And now, I will leave here blessing Ecuador and the world, so that these days of prayer that we will
share together, may be flowers in My Garden of Mercy.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.


